Summer 2

YEAR 4

Order! Order!
English

This half term we will revisit some of the skills learnt earlier in the
year such as conjunctions, comma usage and descriptive language.
We will use all of the skills we have learnt over the year to write a
‘time slip’ story based on ‘The Gas Mask’.

Maths

This half term, we will be exploring shape, symmetry, position and
direction in geometry. We will also cover statistics turning data into
appropriate charts and graphs.

Science
Computing

This is not covered this half term.
Using Purple Mash, we have the opportunity to create our own stop
animation videos using props and a background of our choice. We
get to find out how to make this video effectively and get to share
our work with the rest of the year when we are done.

History

In our topic lessons we will be looking at the Second World War and
the role that Britain played. We will order the key events of the war
with a particular focus on evacuation and the effects that the war
had on the public.
The key objectives are:
*to know about the people involved in WW2 and why the war
started.
*to understand what it was like during and before the Second World
War.
*to explore and observe how identities, communities, cultures and
traditions have changed over time.
*to understand why children were evacuated.
*to explore what life was like in the towns and cities from which
children were evacuated.
*to understand how people celebrated victory in 1945.

Geography

We will use maps and historical images to look at the experiences of
evacuees from our local area and identify the locations they were
evacuated to.

Physical

For this half term we will be learning how to play rounders and

Education

competitive games.

tennis. We will focus on the skills involved and work up to playing

Art and

In our topic lessons we will create World War 2 ‘Dig for Victory’

Design

water colours to create a ‘Dream Jar’ display inspired by The BFG.

posters and Blitz pictures over the London skyline. We will also use

Design and

This is not covered this half term

Technology
Music

This is not covered this half term

Religious

Continuing with the study of sacred texts and religious books, this

Education

well as Hindu texts including ‘The Vedas’ and the ‘The Bhagavad

PSHE

half term we will look at the Sikh book ‘The Guru Granth Sahib’ as
Gita’.
SRE will be the focus of our PSHE lessons this half term. We will
particularly focus on the correct names of the reproductive organs,
changing bodies as we get older and the different stages of life.

Spanish
(KS2 only)

The children will learn vocabulary for food and will practice
discussing the food that we like with other children in the class.

